Abstract. When applied to the segmentation of 3D medical images, graph-cut segmentation algorithms require an extreme amount of memory and time resources in order to represent the image graph and to perform the necessary processing on the graph. These requirements actually exclude the graph-cut based approaches from their practical application. Hence, there is a need to develop the dedicated graph size reduction methods. In this paper, several techniques for the graph size reduction are proposed. These apply the idea of superpixels. In particular, two methods for superpixel creation are introduced. The results of applying the proposed methods to the segmentation of CT datasets using min-cut/max-flow algorithm are presented, compared and discussed.
Introduction
The recent studies in image processing focus mainly on the development of the fast and efficient 3D image segmentation algorithms. However, the processing time required by these methods rarely goes in pair with the segmentation precision. High accuracy of the segmentation is usually bought at the expense of the extreme amount of resources used to perform the necessary processing steps.
This can be particularly observed in the case of medical applications where the number of images obtained by the CT or MRI scanner is large. Furthermore, the resolution of a single body scan constantly increases. Hence, the computation time required by the 3D segmentation process tends to be unacceptable for practical applications.
Rapid advances in medical image acquisition increased the need for the development of image segmentation algorithms which are capable of handling large-scale imaging problems. The complexity and diversity of anatomical structures of the human body resulted in a growing interest for the semi-automatic, interactive segmentation methods. By the use of these methods, the physicians can influence the segmentation results. Modern, interactive approaches to image segmentation are commonly based on the graph theory. In particular, the minimum S-T cut problem, which is a classical combinatorial optimization problem, has been adapted to image segmentation. Among two different approaches for solving the 98 T. Węgliński, A. Fabijańska, J. Gocławski min-cut/max-flow problems in computer vision [2, 5] , the Boykov-Kolmogrov's (BK) [2] augmenting paths algorithm is probably the most popular.
Although the min-cut/max-flow approaches have a lot of advantages, it is difficult to use them for the segmentation of three dimensional medical data. In such a case, the application of the methods is strongly limited by the size of the graph representing 3D image. The graph size imposes very long time of computations and the usage of an extreme amount of memory resources required to store the graph. Therefore, there is a need to develop approaches for image graph size reduction.
The most common methods for graph size [7] reduction apply the idea of superpixels, i.e. homogeneous regions within the image. Assigning graph nodes to superpixels rather to pixels, significantly diminishes the resulting graph size. Several approaches for the division of an image into superpixels have already been proposed. The most popular include: simple division of an image into regular blocks (i.e. macro-blocks) [4, 8] , SLIC superpixels [1] , Turbopixels [6] or FH superpixels [3] . These however are dedicated mainly to 2D images and cannot be easily extended to three dimensions. This paper focuses on the problem of improvement of the BK segmentation algorithm by applying the idea of superpixels. Two different approaches for image division into superpixels are introduced. In the opposite to the existing methods, these can easily be extended to three dimensions. The resulting superpixels are next used to build the reduced image graph. As a result, the numbers of the corresponding nodes and arcs are significantly diminished. The reduced graph is then used to perform image segmentation using the BK algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a general graph representation for the min-cut/max-flow approach. This is followed in Section 3 by the detailed description of the proposed approaches for image division into superpixels. In Section 4 the algorithm for creation of the image graph based on the superpixels is introduced.
The results obtained by the proposed approaches in comparison to the original BK algorithm running on the full graph are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
A Graph Image Representation
for the Min-Cut/Max-Flow Approach
The min-cut/max-flow algorithm proposed by [2] is a graph based approach which represents an image as a weighted and undirected graph G = (V, E), where V = P ∪ {S, T } is a set of vertices (nodes) representing pixels and E is a set of edges (arcs), connecting these pixels.
The set V consists of a subset P of nodes representing pixels and two terminal nodes S and T which represent the source (foreground) and the sink (background) respectively.
The edges in the set E are connected pairs of pixels that are considered to be neighbors according to a prescribed adjacency rule. In most cases, a pixel connectivity notation for 2D or 3D images is used. There are two types of edges: n-links which connect neighboring pixels and t-links that connect pixels with terminals. Each pixel has two t-links: {p, S} and {p, T } to the source and the sink respectively. Each edge is assigned the similarity weight.
There are many different methods related to the generation of similarity weights, however this issue will not be discussed in this paper. The min-cut/max-flow segmentation algorithm divides the graph nodes into two disjoint sets: the source-nodes and the sink-nodes. Nodes assigned to the source are then restored to pixel level using the given map. Original pixels from the image which refer to the source-nodes are assigned 1, while the rest of pixels are labeled with 0.
Hence, the resulting binary image preserves the size and the resolution of the original image.
Image Division into Superpixels
The goal of the research presented in this paper was to improve the efficiency of the Boykov-Kolmogorov's segmentation algorithm. The improvement is due to the significant reduction of the input graph size. This is obtained by image division into superpixels which gather neighboring pixels based on the assumed similarity constraints.
Two methods for superpixel creation developed by the authors are proposed. These are namely: the growing regions (RG) and the magnetic clusters (MC). Both methods are described in the following subsections.
Growing Regions
The main idea behind the growing regions approach (RG)
is to perform a random image division into superpixels. These are grown from randomly selected image pixels (seeds). In particular, the seed for each superpixel is randomly selected from the unlabeled image pixels p.
Next, starting from this seed, the fast region growing is performed, which is constrained by the allowable difference in pixel intensities eps and the maximum volume (size) of the superpixel max. The growing incorporates into the superpixel each of the 6 nearest neighbors q ∈ N 6 (p), which fulfill the intensity I similarity condition |I(p) − I(q)| < eps. Additionally, pixels included into the region are counted in order to stop the growing process when the assumed maximal volume max is reached. The RG method is outlined in the Algorithm 1.
Magnetic Clusters
The idea of the magnetic clusters (MC) algorithm is to cluster image pixels into classes, based on the probability that the value of a candidate pixel fulfills the three-sigma rule: The results of sample CT slice division into superpixels In the case of three dimensional images, the 6-18-or 26-connected neighborhood can be considered. The new edge is found if the neighboring image pixels belong to different superpixels. The algorithm stops when all of the image pixels are visited. By this time, the superpixel graph is generated. The weights are then assigned to all of the n-links according to the following formula:
where: w ij -weight for edge E(i, j); v spi , v spj -the aver-
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The irregular graph is next passed to the min-cut/maxflow algorithm. The BK approach adds the additional tlinks. In the presented research, the t-link weights for both {sp, S} and {sp, T } edges were computed based on the minimum distance between the superpixel value I sp and terminal pixels values I pt , using the following formula:
arg min
Ipt
(|I sp − I pt |).
Experimental Results
This section presents the results of applying the intro- In particular, Fig. 5a shows the segmentation results obtained by the original BK approach, Fig. 5b presents the detected region using the improved BK algorithm with applied the growing regions method and Fig. 5c shows the segmentation results obtained by the improved BK approach using the magnetic clusters approach. The detected regions are exposed as white areas.
The level of the graph size reduction and the total memory utilization by the original and by the improved BK algorithm are summarized in Table 1 . In all the cases, series BK refers to the original min-cut/max-flow approach, while series BK+RG and BK+MC refer to the BK segmentation algorithm run on the reduced graph build based upon superpixels produced by the Growing Regions (RG) and the Magnetic Clusters (MC) approach respectively. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the improvement of the min-cut/max-flow approach, by means of the graph size reduction was con- 
